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THE PERFECT DUPLICATING 
TYPEWRITER - PRINTING MACHINE

A great many duplicators have been p it on the market, but none, up to this time, except the Polygraph 
have combined the essential features of simplicity, strength, durability and perfect work, with that absolutely
necessary qualification—a minimum cost.

We claim that the Polygraph produces a brtter imitation of ty a writer work than any $150, $200, or
$350 machine on the market, and the only machine that does work which a clever business man cannot 
detect from the individually typewritten letter, yet it costs but a quarter to a half of the prices of the other
machines. The reason for this is that it has the exact typewriter impact, (printing from type] through‘an
inked ribbon against a rubber roller and has not the delicate and complicated mechanism of the higher 
priced machines.

For circular typewritten letters the Polygraph is invaluable. 'A full font of type is furnished that
matches that used on any typewriter, also any color ribbon for any make typewriter, that is identical with
Polygraph ribbon, so that the body of a circular letter may be done on the machine and address and name 
filled in on typewriter, a thousand or more an hour, and the result is an individually typewritten letter which 
will not be thrown in the waste basket as so many of the ordinary circular letters.
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Week of Nov. 16th

Durable, 
Efficient and 

Practical

Electros, zinc etchings, cuts, etc., may be u$ed, so that the various office forms may be printed at a saving of over 50% of 
printer's bills. The ribbon is used where line drawings or medium faced type are to be printed, otherwise the form is placed horizontally 
in bed of machine and jinked by a roller.

The apparatus that comes with the machine makes it posiible]to’do the work as easily that of a typewriter, and a bright office 
boy would have no trouble in setting up a form and carrying through the full operation.

The Polygraph is a practical machine at a practical price, is noiseless in action, and is unsurpassed for quality of work by any 
machine on the market.

Write for Booklet and Samples of Work

FRED. W. TENNEY, Gen’l Can. Sales Agent
Room 116, Stair Building, TORONTO, Canada

New York Office The N. WALDO HARRISON CO., 52 William Street


